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Dennis Modig 

 

Abstract 

Over the past years the use of digital devices has increased heavily, and home networks 

continue to grow in size and complexity. By the use of virtualized residential gateways, 

advanced functionality can be moved away from the home and thereby decrease the 

administrative burden for the home user. Using virtualizing residential gateways instead of 

physical devices creates new challenges. This project is looking in to how the choice of 

virtualization technology impacts performance and security by investigating operating system 

level virtualization in contrast to full virtualization for use in home residential gateways. 

Results show that operating system level virtualization uses fewer resources in terms of disk, 

memory, and processor in virtualized residential gateways. The results also show that with 

choice of setups and virtualization technologies different security issues arises, which has 

been analyzed in lab environment. Recommendations regarding solutions to security issues 

are proposed in the concluding parts of this thesis. 
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1  Introduction 
Home networks have been evolving over the past years with increasing number of devices, the home 

network increases in complexity, which makes home networks hard to manage (Chetty & Feamster, 

2012; Yiakoumis et. al., 2011). Home networks cannot be compared to corporate networks as 

networks owned by enterprises or companies are managed by networking experts or similar. As home 

networks get harder to manage, they also get more prone to failure and security issues (Yiakoumis et. 

al., 2011). In most home networks, a major part of the complexity is to properly configure, manage 

and secure the residential gateway.  

Ibanez et al. (2007) propose to move the residential gateway to a service provider controlled 

virtualized environment and that the customer connects to a virtualized residential gateway. The 

motivation to do this is to lower complexity and increase manageability of home networks.  

Even if complexity is lowered for the home user, the concept of virtualizing the residential gateway is 

relatively new. This not only introduces new security challenges but also new design challenges such 

as that reasonable performance demands has to be met (Zamaere & Kullberg, 2010). 

The European Union published recommendations (2010/572/EU) about regulated access to service 

provider access networks; EU wants it to be possible to share resources in a service provider network. 

The reasoning behind sharing resources between service providers is to start new virtual operators, so 

that customers can have more freedom when choosing operator. Virtual residential gateways in this 

context lower the deployment cost of a broadband service, as there is less need for the internet service 

provider to provide a physical device when a customer starts subscribing. 

When it comes to virtualizing gateways, an important part is to choose the right virtualization 

technology. The virtualization technology is the base for the entire system, if this technology does not 

perform well, the entire infrastructure is affected in terms of performance, security and cost of 

deployment. Most of the previous research has taken full virtualization for granted in these 

environments. Thus it is important to look at what other virtualization technologies has to offer.  

In this project, operating system level virtualization is compared to full virtualization with a focus on 

performance and security. Experiments are done to compare resource usage in terms of processor, 

memory and disk usage, in relation to the network throughput and virtualization type. This research is 

intended to show how the choice of virtualization technology impacts both performance and security. 

The aim is to make it easier to choose virtualization technology when virtualizing residential 

gateways. 
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2 Background  
This chapter includes the central concepts used throughout the report and then continues on to the 

system architectures used in previous research. The security assessment framework together with 

security threats that can compromise virtualization is discussed. 

2.1 Central networking concepts  
This chapter explains central concepts used in the background and the problem definition chapter. 

2.1.1 Router 
Routing of traffic is done “based on information in the network layer”, which means that the router 

has the ability to connect and forward packets between networks and addressing segments, such as 

between different IP-networks (Bradner, 1991). 

This concept is important for this report as all residential gateways routes traffic between the home 

network to the network that it is connected to, mostly some sort of internetwork.  

2.1.2 Residential gateway 
The definition employed in this report is by Hartog et. al. (2004) and is a general definition of what a 

residential gateway is: 

“A residential gateway is one or more devices that connects one or more access networks to one or 

more home networks and delivers services to the home environment” 

This definition is used to clarify that a residential gateway is not only a router. It also delivers services 

to the home environment, services such as IP-address allocation by DHCP (Dynamic Host Protocol), 

DNS (Domain Name Services) server etc. This report assumes basic services to ease connection 

between the home environment and internet. 

2.1.3 Virtual LAN (VLAN) 
The purpose of VLAN tags is to provide possibility to logically separate multiple networks using the 

same hardware (IEEE Computer Society, 2005). According to the 802.1q standard a VLAN tag 

includes ID-number and priority information. As the VLAN tag field in the 802.1ad protocol is limited 

to 12 bit it is possible to at most have 2
12
 (4096) different VLAN tags in a network. 

To overcome the VLAN limitation, Q-in-Q is used, making double tagging possible. When applying 

double VLAN tags it is possible to have 2
24
 (16777216) different VLAN tags in the entire network 

(IEEE Computer Society, 2005b). 

2.1.4 Virtualization  
Virtualization is a technique used to divide one physical computer into several logical instances called 

virtual machines. Above the host hardware there is an abstraction layer called a virtual machine 

monitor, also referred to as a hypervisor (Chen et. al., 2008). Virtualization is used in virtualized 

residential gateways to achieve logical division of physical resources. There are three distinct types of 

virtualizations; full virtualization, paravirtualization and operating system level virtualization. 

In full virtualization each virtual machine has its own virtual hardware such as processor, RAM, disk 

and other I/O devices. The virtual hardware is a subset of the physical hardware that is shared among 

several virtual machines (Chen et. al., 2008). With full virtualization an operating system is not aware 

that it is virtualized. Instead it is as if it was running on a real physical host. This means, as an 
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example, that when the guest OS tries to allocate memory, this request goes to the virtual machine and 

further on to the hardware via the hypervisor (See figure 1). 

 

 

 Figure 1 – Full virtualization 

In paravirtualization the operating system running on the virtual machine is aware that it is being 

virtualized. This means that the operating system itself can communicate with the virtual machine 

monitor and further to the physical hardware with less overhead (Chen et. al., 2008). This requires the 

operating system kernel to be modified and use special drivers to support this kind of virtualization. 

The modification applies support for hypercalls directly in the guest OS so that the guest OS can 

communicate directly with the hardware (See figure 2). This creates more performance and less 

overhead than full virtualization. The downside of this approach is that the guest OS have to be 

modified to support the virtualization type, which may not be possible in all cases. 

 

 

 Figure 2 - Paravirtualization 
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According to Ahmed et. al. (2008) operating system level virtualization is a technique used to 

virtualize on the operating system level by sharing the operating system kernel. This means that each 

virtualized instance can communicate directly with the hardware by sharing the operating system 

kernel without the need for additional layers to the physical hardware (See figure 3). The advantage 

with this is that it produces less overhead in resource usage compared to other virtualization 

technologies. Only Linux support this kind of virtualization technology. 

 

Hardware

OS Kernel
Guest 

OS

Guest 

OS

Guest 

OS

 

 Figure 3 – Operating system level virtualization 

2.1.5 Virtualized Residential Gateway 
This report is going to use the same definition of Virtualized Residential Gateways as Abgrall et. al. 

(2011) proposed for the concept “Virtual Home Gateway”. Abgrall et. al. (2011) defines the concept 

“Virtual Home Gateway” as: 

“A Virtual Home Gateway is the component of a network element that terminates the customer LAN in 

the operator network. The virtual home gateway routes the traffic and is able to provide service 

enablers” 

This definition means that the Virtual Home Gateway is always placed on the operator side and that 

the customer local network is terminated with the help of this device. 

2.1.6 Architecture 
Golden (2013) have written a PhD dissertation on complex system architectures. As the architectures 

described in the scope of virtualized residential gateways are in fact complex. The definition can be 

compatible in this context as well. Golden (2013) describes that a systems architecture consists of a 

structure, properties, relationships, behaviors and elements. The interpretation of a systems 

architecture from Golden (2013) is that a systems architecture is the complete system seen as a model. 

By looking at previous research around virtualized residential gateways (Cruz et. al, 2013b; Ibanez et. 

al, 2007; Ibanez et al, 2009) a systems model of either the complete system or part of a system is 

exactly how the term architecture has been used. The term architecture is going to be used for the 

design of the virtualized residential gateway and its virtualization node with the relation towards the 

customer, i.e. the complete virtualization system which holds virtual residential gateways but not the 

complete system with all components in the operator network. 

2.1.7 Security 
According to Lee et. al. (2007) security in virtualized residential gateway is encryption of data traffic 

between customer and virtual residential gateway. Ibanez et. al. (2009) writes that the important part 

of security in virtualized residential gateways is the isolation between the managers in the 

virtualization platform. Instead of seeing security as either encryption or isolation, security can be seen 

as confidentiality, integrity and availability according to the standard ISO/IEC27002:2005. 

Confidentiality can on the other hand be solved by implementing encryption and integrity by 

implementing access control. The scope of the security in this report is on confidentiality and integrity 

and seen as the main issues for virtual residential gateways as availability is implemented in the 
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virtualization infrastructure itself. It is possible to say that, as a prerequisite for systems design, virtual 

residential gateways is built on highly available components, such as raid disk systems, multi 

redundant hardware and virtualization infrastructures that has support for availability from the 

beginning.  

2.1.8 Performance 
The key factor of performance in virtualized residential gateways is to be able to deliver network 

throughput at the lowest cost of resource usage as possible. In such system the resources that tend to 

become a bottleneck is the processor and the processing power of the virtualization node (Abgrall, 

2011; Cruz et. al., 2013b; Egi et. al., 2007). The definition of performance in virtualized residential 

gateways is not previously defined and is therefore going to be looked as resource efficiency. For 

example, if a systems architecture can route more network traffic and use less percent of the processor, 

this is seen as higher performance in virtualized residential gateways. Other resources such as memory 

and disk usage efficiency are also seen as other metrics of performance in virtualized residential 

gateways. It is important to note that most previous research (e.g. Cruz et. al., 2013b; Egi et. al., 2007) 

has only used the processor efficiency aspect as a metric of performance in virtualized residential 

gateways. 
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2.2 System architectures from previous research 
In previous research, multiple system architectures are proposed based on different virtualization 

technologies. The most common virtualization type from previous research is the full virtualization. 

But some research has also done some experiments with both paravirtualization and operating system 

level virtualization, but not in the specific context of virtualized gateways in home networks. 

2.2.1 Architectures based on full virtualization 
A virtualized home network is a network where the residential gateway is virtualized at operator 

premises, creating a virtualized residential gateway. Figure 4, 5 and 6 show the topology proposed by 

Cruz et. al. (2013b) & Ibanez et. al. (2007). All of these architectures use the Kernel based Virtual 

Machine (KVM) hypervisor; kernel based virtual machine is a virtualization software running under 

Linux which implements full virtualization. The figure visualizes the customer premises (left), access 

network (middle) and operator premises (right). At the customer premises, a network bridge is used to 

bridge the network between the virtualized residential gateway and the customer home network. The 

access network is the operator network that interconnects customer connection to the actual operator. 

Each customer can access to one virtualized residential gateway at the operator premises. This is 

called vertical segmentation of virtualized residential gateways. At the customer premises, only a 

simple network bridging device with support for a tunnel protocol need to be implemented. Virtually 

all security aspects are implemented at the operator premises. 

 

Figure 4 – Virtualized residential gateway topology from customer premises to the operator premises 

(Cruz et. al., 2013b) 
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The Co-located approach that is proposed by Cruz et. al. (2013b) is presented in Figure 5. Each home 

network bridge maps to one virtualized residential gateway. Services such as DHCP, Firewall, DNS 

etc. is placed as an external service in the virtualization environment. This keeps the virtualized 

residential gateway minimal in terms of disk size. The basic functionality at the virtualized residential 

gateway in this model would be a server to support a tunneling protocol (e.g. L2TP). 

 

Figure 5 - Co-located approach (Cruz et. al., 2013b) 

Another approach is to distribute specific functionality outside the instance of the virtualized 

residential gateway. Cruz et. al. (2013b) writes that for example DHCP can easily be moved outside 

the virtualized residential gateway by using a DHCP relay. Figure 6 show this concept of having a 

separate infrastructure for the services; this enables the virtualized residential gateway to be kept 

minimal and to be able to use carrier-grade equipment for all of the customers for the most important 

services. Both architectures in Figure 5 & 6 are optimizations of the vertical segmentation architecture 

shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 6 – Distributed approach (Cruz et. al., 2013b) 
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2.2.2 Architectures based on paravirtualization 
Egi et. al. (2007) has evaluated the use of paravirtualization with Xen for router virtualization. The 

study concluded that Xen was able to forward packets with the same throughput as a native Linux 

installation. But when scalability is tested with up to six installations of virtualized routers, the 

aggregate throughput decreases, Egi et. al. (2007) argues that the reason is that Xen require more 

contexts switching with more Xen virtual machines. In the study there are no security considerations 

made and six virtual routers where tested with Xen. Egi et. al. (2008; 2010) has continued their 

research to investigate where the bottleneck is when routers are implemented on commodity hardware 

using the Xen hypervisor using the Click modular router project
1
. All of the studies found that the Xen 

hypervisor focused on virtualized routers and packet forwarding optimization performance. It show 

that it is possible to implement Xen in virtual residential gateways as well even if only routing was 

tested. There are still aspects around the Xen hypervisor that could be explored, for example the 

security impacts of using Xen in virtualized residential gateways. 

2.2.3 Architectures based on operating system level virtualization 
Zamaere et. al. (2012) has investigated the use of the software LinuX Containers (LXC) which is 

software for operating system level virtualization. The focus of this study is to find a systems 

architecture for healthcare systems as a part of the Vinnova Carenet project to support home treatment 

of patients. Figure 7 visualizes how the virtualized residential gateway is used for healthcare purposes. 

Customer premises are in this case the patient home and the access network would be the internet, the 

bridge interconnects to a virtualized residential gateway at the patient monitoring center. The 

motivation for this project is to give support to place medical sensors at a home environment and still 

be able to monitor the data at the hospital. The study by Zamaere et. al. (2012) is somewhat related to 

this project as Zamaere implement virtualized residential gateways, but for another purpose than home 

networks. The study has only investigated the use of LXC for healthcare applications and not the use 

of virtualized residential gateways as a mean for connecting to the internet in home networks. The 

terminating endpoint is therefore the hospital patient monitoring center and not the internet. 

 

Figure 7 – Visualization of the application for virtualized residential gateways in health care 

 

                                                           
1
 http://read.cs.ucla.edu/click/click 
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2.3  Framework for IT security assessments from previous research 
Hallberg et. al. (2005) have developed a general framework for security assessments of IT systems 

security. The framework dictates to start making a description of the system that is going to be studied 

with a detailed description of which entities that have relations to each other and the system. System 

scope must be defined as an input to the system modelling with a definition of the system and 

presentation of which parts is included in the system, for example if there are technical and human 

aspects connected to the system. The important part of the system scope definition is to define in 

which context the system is used and who the stakeholders of the system actually are. Technical 

aspects include a high level description of the system and if the system interfaces with some other 

systems. According to Hallberg et. al. (2005), the system description can be the available 

documentation of the system. If the system is under development with existing software components, 

documentation can be reviewed with respect to these software components together with a high level 

description of the overall system. The system descriptions together with the existing technical and 

human relations of the system under study are used as input to the system modeling procedure. The 

system can be seen as one big piece or as several parts that are interconnected. The system modeling 

part of the framework consists of investigating which sub-processes, relations and dependencies exists 

within and to the system. Each relation is analyzed from a security perspective to determine how the 

system could be attacked and what would be the potential result from the attack if successful. The 

entire systems security assessment evaluation is made with respect to confidentiality and integrity 

where each assessed component is given a severity value that is added for each threat the component is 

influenced by.  

2.4 Virtualization technology security vulnerabilities 
The security assessment model suggested by Hallberg et. al. (2005) is implemented in this project with 

virtualization, and network vulnerabilities as a main focus. This chapter also discusses the background 

around several vulnerabilities that affect virtualization technologies. 

2.4.1 VM Information leakage 
Between host and virtual machine (VM) as well as between virtual machines there is information 

exchange. In the context of virtualized residential gateways the information exchange is for example 

network packets. It is common to share certain information between the host and the VM, such as the 

clipboard (Reuben, 2007). Pek et. al. (2013) is discussing several vulnerabilities that regard 

information leakage between virtual machines on the same host as well as between virtual machine 

and host. For example there is memory optimization techniques used in virtualization such as KSM 

(Kernel Samepage Merging) that shares identical memory pages between virtual machines. Suzaki et. 

al. (2011) has done experiments on attacking memory sharing techniques in virtualized environments. 

Suzaki et. al. (2011) tried to detect running applications on other virtual machines on the same 

virtualized host by checking which memory pages that had been reduplicated. Reduplicated memory 

pages can be identified by checking the write access time of certain pages to the memory. It is possible 

to identify common applications and executables that runs in the virtual machine of the victims RAM 

memory. On a host that would run several instances of virtualized residential gateways the memory 

deduplication attack would not be a big issue as it is already known which type of software is running 

on the system by potential attackers. The issue around the deduplication attack is if the attacker is 

trying to match parts of the configuration, the potential threat from the attack is to detect configuration 

fragments of other systems in the same virtualization node. 
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2.4.2 VM Monitoring & TCP covert channels 
Monitoring system behavior can be done in many ways. One attack surface against virtualized 

residential gateways is to monitor the bridge interface where the virtualized residential gateway has its 

WAN-port towards Internet. If the network infrastructure is designed in a bad way, Ethernet frames 

aimed for other virtualized residential gateways on the virtualization host can be monitored from 

inside a customer virtual residential gateway. As an example, ARP and DHCP requests can determine 

which other IP-addresses exists on the system in order to do a management interface attack towards 

another customer (Pek et. al., 2011). If there is also, for example cross-site scripting (XSS) 

vulnerabilities available on the web management interface, an attack can target any other virtual 

residential gateway in the system. This type of monitoring attack can easily be mitigated, by always 

ensuring that the administration interface is only available for the operator, the customer aimed to use 

it and that the ethernet traffic (broadcast domain) is isolated between the customers. 

Another aspect of VM monitoring is covert channels in network traffic. Zander (2010) have 

investigated covert channels in IP networks in his PhD dissertation. Covert channel can be used to 

learn about the target system by monitoring the return traffic; covert channels can also be used to hide 

messages by transmitting messages using unstandardized fields in the TCP-header.  

2.4.3 VM escape 
Reuben (2007) writes that when VM Escape occurs, the isolation of the virtual environment fails. This 

can happen when software vulnerabilities are taken advantage of in a way that makes it possible to 

gain access to the resources isolated by the hypervisor. If VM Escape happens in a virtualization 

environment, there is no security left in the system at all. An example that relates to virtual residential 

gateways is the known case of the Cloudburst exploit that targeted VMWare Workstation 6 (Pek et. 

al., 2013). Cloudburst used a display driver vulnerability that existed in the driver for VMWare SVGA 

II to access the physical memory of the virtualization host. The requirement to perform this 

vulnerability is to have administrator access of a virtual machine in order to launch vulnerable code. In 

the case of virtual residential gateways this kind of attack could only be possible to launch if there are 

vulnerabilities in for example the administration web interface, or if administrator access is given to 

end user. 

2.4.4 VM modification 
According to Reuben (2007) VM Modification means that the virtual machine gets modified in an 

unauthorized way. For example if the customer could change the VM so that it can access to more 

resources than it is allowed to. In the context of virtualized residential gateways this could mean more 

processor power or throughput to a certain customer so that it degrades performance for other 

customers. Reuben (2007) discusses that external modification of virtual machines is a trust problem 

and that the solution would be to use digital signatures on the virtual machine files. External 

modification can also happen to the hypervisor itself. In the case of virtual residential gateways, the 

customers have access to the application inside the virtual machine and not the hypervisor. It is 

therefore relevant to focus on VM modification in the later security assessment. 
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2.4.5 Denial of service attacks 
Denial of service (DoS) is an attack that causes interruption in the service delivery for a server (Shea 

& Liu, 2012). TCP SYN flood use TCP packets with the SYN flag set to request the server to open 

several connections until there are no more connection slots left and the service is denied to other 

customers. If there is no TCP connection limit set on the server itself, the service works until the 

resources in terms of memory & processor is depleted. In the context of virtualized residential 

gateways the denial of service attack can be invoked from both the customer premises (inside the 

network) and from the internet (outside the network). Both inside and outside attacks can cause 

downtime for several customers. 
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3 Problem 
Cruz et. al. (2013b) and Egi et. al. (2007) show in their research that virtualized residential gateways 

differ in performance when implemented with full virtualization compared to paravirtualization. The 

performance varies with the number of virtualized residential gateways that exists on the physical 

host. Egi et. al. (2007) identified a problem in Xen paravirtualization: more virtual machines also 

means more context switches for the processor and, hence, lower total network throughput with more 

virtual machines. Egi et. al. (2007) conclude that a single forwarding engine for multiple routers could 

solve this problem. In theory, one way to solve the problem would be to switch to a virtualization 

technology that can employ a single forwarding engine for all virtual machines. Where full- and 

paravirtualization uses independent kernels for each virtual machine, instead operating system level 

virtualization share a single Linux kernel for all virtual machines. Tafa et. al. (2011) show that 

operating system level virtualization with OpenVZ causes less overhead and, thus, less processor 

usage. Zamaere et. al. (2012) evaluated operating system level virtualization in the context of 

virtualized residential gateways in health care systems but only tested the ability to share the processor 

so that each virtualized residential gateway gets equal portions of the processor in relation to the 

virtualization technology. The problems that still exist are: 

1. How does operating system level virtualization actually effect network throughput in relation 

to processor, RAM and disk usage in virtualized residential gateways aimed for internet access 

2. How does operating system level virtualization itself affect security in virtualized residential 

gateways 

3.1 Motivation 
Eurescom research institute with collaboration by Orange & France Telecom have released a report of 

how virtualized residential gateways can be implemented at the operator side (Abgrall et. al., 2011). 

Their motivation of the importance of virtualized residential gateways is the EU Commission 

recommendation 2010/572/EU for next generation access networks, not only to support wholesale of 

internet connections, but also that it “lowers provisioning and operating costs”. Abgrall et. al. (2011) 

focused on the implementation of the system between home and operator in the operator access 

network and not the virtualization technologies itself. The choice of virtualization technology also 

affect the operating cost in the end if some technologies require better hardware in a large 

environment. 

A virtualized residential gateway relies entirely on virtualization technologies. Virtualization itself 

introduces new security risks that affect the virtualized residential gateway (Luo et. al., 2011). 

Different virtualization technologies also bring different performance in terms of processor load 

relative to network throughput (Mattos, et. al., 2012). To make the right architectural design decision 

for an Internet Service Provider (ISP), it is important to investigate the impacts of the virtualization 

technology for virtualized home networks. 

When reading the previous research (See section 2.2), there is clearly a knowledge gap in: 

1. What effects the choice of operating system level virtualization has on the performance of 

virtualized residential gateways 

2. What new security threats there are for the home network when using either virtualization 

technology 
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3.2 Research aim 
The research aim is divided into a main aim and two objectives: 

Show how the choice of virtualization technology affects security and performance in virtualized 

residential gateways. 

Two objectives are completed as part to be able to answer the main research aim: 

1. Evaluate how operating system level virtualization in comparison to full virtualization impact 

performance in virtualized residential gateways 

 

The testbed from previous research that implements full virtualization is tested on existing 

hardware. Performance of the systems architecture using operating system level virtualization 

is tested using a simulated testbed with the implemented architecture. 

2. Assess security with respect to the choice of virtualization technology in virtualized residential 

gateways 

 

The systems architecture implementing operating system virtualization as well as full 

virtualization, which has not been previously compared in research before, is assessed with 

respect to security, according to a framework for systems security assessments by Hallberg et. 

al. (2005). As an output, one proposed system architecture emerges for virtualized residential 

gateways with security consideration. 
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4 Method 
A study of the previous research done in chapter 2 is used as input for the performance and security 

assessment (See figure 8). As operating system level virtualization has not been previously considered 

for home networks, it is part of this new systems architecture for virtualized residential gateways in 

home networks. The performance assessment is done to meet the first objective and to be able to 

compare performance of operating system level virtualization in contrast to full virtualization. Security 

assessment is done with the operating system level virtualization architecture as a base, both systems 

architectures with kernel based and operating system level virtualization must be assessed with respect 

to security. With the results from the quantitative performance experiments and the qualitative security 

assessment a new systems architecture is proposed as alternative to those investigated in previous 

research. 

 

 

Figure 8 – Model of the proposed method 

 

4.1 Testing architectural performance metrics  
The chosen method for testing the performance is the same as Cruz (2013b) implemented in their 

research when testing virtualized residential gateways with full virtualization, as this is the only 

previous research with a well-defined method with described testbed and results. To meet the aim to 

investigate how the operating system level virtualization influence the performance in comparison to 

full virtualization the results from the tests previously done by Cruz (2013b) are used as a baseline. As 

similar methods are used, the results are expected to be easily comparable. This is important as the 

hardware can never be exactly the same in all aspects as the previous research. These experiments are 

purely quantitative which gives numerical data to be analyzed. The reason that these tests are good 

enough for this study is that commonly used services (IP-TV, VOIP & Internet traffic) is simulated 

and that packet forwarding in the virtualized residential gateway is tested. The tests are testing the 

most resource demanding services with services that could be implemented in a real life scenario. All 

tests are using iperf
2
 to generate traffic.  

                                                           
2
 http://iperf.sourceforge.net/ 
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Processor usage and RAM is reported with the tool htop
3
 during the tests. Following two main tasks is 

conducted in the experiments: 

1. Recreate experiment from research to determine baseline metrics on new hardware 

2. Conduct the same experiment on the same hardware and software but switching to OS-level 

virtualization 

The output from conducting these two tasks answers how the choice of virtualization technology affect 

performance in virtualized residential gateways. 

4.1.1 Model for performance testing from previous research 
Cruz et. al. (2013b) created a reference testbed with 30 virtualized residential gateway setups on an 

Intel Quad Core with 4 GB RAM, the setup is realized using the KVM hypervisor running CentOS 

Linux 6 64-bit version.  The software used for routing, firewall and DHCP was the OpenWRT 

Backfire 32-bit version. To simulate clients a new node with Intel Quad Core and 4 GB RAM is used 

running 30 OpenVZ containers under Cent OS 6 64-bit. In this setup each customer is mapped 

between one client instance in an OpenVZ container and KVM virtualized residential gateway 

instance running the OpenWRT routing software. Cruz et. al. (2013b) tests were made with 1, 10, 15, 

20, 25 and 30 virtualized residential gateways. In all tests, there are 2 SDTV (Standard-definition 

Television), 2 HDTV (High-definition Television) channels, three simultaneous VOIP calls and the 

rest of the bandwidth was used for internet. The metrics monitored is the throughput utilized when all 

customers is pushing network traffic, average processor load on the hypervisor, and average processor 

load reported by the OpenWRT software on the virtualized residential gateway. Figure 7 visualizes the 

network topology used in the tests, one customer is represented by one OpenVZ container and one 

virtualized residential gateway is represented by one KVM instance inside a virtualization node. The 

problem with this setup is that each virtual instance gives storage and memory overhead as multiple 

Linux installations exists within the system, one for each customer. As overhead is an interesting 

aspect, the new tests are also going to monitor the usage of storage and memory caused by running the 

virtual instances. 

 

 

Figure 9 – Virtualized residential gateway testbed as implemented in previous research 

                                                           
3
 http://htop.sourceforge.net/ 
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4.1.2 Testbed with new systems architecture 
In the new architecture there are 30 OpenVZ isolated containers running to serve 30 customers (See 

figure 10). The same tests as presented in 4.1.1 are run with this testbed as well. The difference is that 

each virtual instance also has OpenVZ instances that share the same kernel base configuration files. In 

each virtualized residential gateway, two OpenVZ containers are deployed, VZ1 – VZ30 (OpenVZ) is 

the customer instances of the virtual gateway functionality whereas the CT1 – CT30 (Container) is the 

simulated customer premises. On the customer side, there is no change compared to previous research 

as the design changes to the architecture are only made at the operator premises. By deploying this 

architecture it is expected to be a different result in performance, similar throughput per customer is 

expected compared to the previous architecture from section 4.1.1. The advantage expected is less 

needed resources in terms of storage and memory per customer; if this is the case, it is a likely 

assumption that the system would scale better in a large environment. 

 

 

Figure 10 – Testbed with OpenVZ containers for each virtual residential gateway  

4.1.3 Performance experiments 
The tests have to be comparable with the tests conducted in previous research (See section 4.1.1). A 

testbed with two machines is setup according to the hardware specification in Table 1. Both machines 

are running CentOS 6 64-bit. The tests are designed to show the feasibility of the new architecture and 

to be able to compare it with results from previous research. In all tests Iperf is used to simulate VoIP 

calls, SDTV/HDTV channels and internet traffic. 

The first series of tests test the architecture described in section 4.1.1 where OpenVZ containers push 

traffic through virtualized residential gateways running the virtualization software kernel-based 

virtualization (KVM). The virtual gateway runs OpenWRT Backfire. The test is delimited to run 1, 15 

and 30 virtualized residential gateways in order to have time to run these properly. 

The second series of tests test OpenVZ isolation as a base for the virtualized residential gateway itself 

(See section 4.1.2). As each virtualized gateway is used for two customers, these tests are delimited to 

run 1, 15 and 30 virtualized residential gateways. This way the number of customers pushing data 

through the network is the same on both tests. 

In all of these tests a couple of metrics is closely monitored. Throughput of network traffic the 

hardware is able to push through the virtualized residential gateways is a key element, because this is a 

very important functionality of a virtual residential gateway. Processor usage in each test is also very 
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important to see if the system is using all resources or not. Another metric that wasn't monitored in 

previous research is RAM (Random Access Memory) and disk usage to test the footprint of the 

installation of the new architecture, by re-using installations of virtualized gateways there are a 

potential that required resources could be changed in terms of RAM and disk usage. 

 

 Table 1 - Hardware specification of the testbed 

Component System 1 System 2 

Processor Intel Core i5 

4 core processor 

Intel Core i5 

4 core processor 

RAM 4 GB 4 GB 

HDD 250 GB 250GB 

NIC Intel 1 Gbps Intel 1 Gbps 

4.1.4 Delimitations 
The tests are delimited to only test network throughput and obtain results how processor, RAM and 

disk usage and how these values varies during load. This work only look at full virtualization and 

operating system level virtualization, paravirtualization is already studied in previous research and is 

therefore delimited from this study. 

4.1.5 Analysis of results 
Independent variables of the experiment are the choice of virtualization technology which are 

manipulated between full virtualization using kernel-based virtualization and operating system level 

virtualization using OpenVZ containers. The number of clients and virtualized gateways used in the 

experiments is another independent variable that changes from each test. The results from the 

experiments contain four datasets which also are the variables used in the experiment, network 

throughput, processor, RAM and disk usage. The control variable is the available network bandwidth, 

RAM and disk resources and is kept constant during all tests. Standard deviation is calculated between 

each test. Variables from three experiments are sampled at the same time where each test is run 10 

times for a period of 30 minutes; graphs are made to show the average values over all the tests. For 

each dataset a scatterplot is made that show how distribution of network bandwidth is done per 

virtualized gateway. Rest of the datasets is analyzed using diagrams that show each variable over a 

period of 30 minutes. This show how the performance metrics varies with the choice of virtualization 

technology. 

4.1.6 Validity 
Validity threats from (Wohlin, 2012) that is relevant for the experiment is discussed in this subsection. 

Which validity threats that has been identified and how they are handled is included respectively for 

internal, construct and external validity. 

When it comes to internal validity, history and maturation may affect the internal validity in terms of 

that each test may make the hardware change its characteristics when it runs hot, second test directly 

made after the first one may be a threat to validity. This is handled by letting the hardware cool down 

and restart the machine after each 30 minutes test. If discussing repeatability, the baseline actually 
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confirms the repeatability of tests done in previous research. As the tests are based on a method used 

in previous research the experiments can easily be repeated for future research. Repeatability is 

handled by including a detailed explanation of the methods used together with the system setup and 

the custom made configuration, such as scripts. Internal validity also confirms the repeatability as each 

test is run 10 times for a period of 30 minutes per test and the presentation is done as an average 

graph; reflection is made whether there are trails that have completely different results. 

When it comes to construct validity of the experiments it is possible to say with high precision that it 

is processor, RAM and disk usage which is the specific metrics that is measured. From previous 

research it is stated that the operating system level virtualization type has lower processor usage, so 

this is expected. Although lower resource usage can also appear in terms of lower load on processors 

with a combination of higher throughput, lower RAM or disk usage, or a combination of both. 

Experimenter expectancies is that operating system level virtualization will perform differently and 

with lower resource usage than full virtualization as this is mentioned in previous research. As the 

tests are conducted in similar way as previous research and are automated with scripts the 

experimenter expectancies do not impact the results. 

Regarding the external validity and the number of samples in each dataset, previous research by Cruz 

et. al. (2013b) had samples from 1, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 KVM instances. In order to show the overall 

pattern there are no need to run all these tests from scratch, instead 1, 15, and 30 OpenVZ instances is 

tested to verify the baseline values on the new hardware. The selection of tests is still considered to be 

able producing valid data as it is able to show a pattern comparable to previous research. The method 

from both tests in previous research is applied, the instrumentation is considered to be good enough to 

give useful and valid results in the end. When it comes to external validity the setting and treatment is 

important to discuss as in the experiments not the latest routing software is used, instead a stable 

version of the software is used. As stable versions are more likely to give a more relevant result than 

beta versions, this is not seen as a problem. Interaction of history and treatment is something that is 

handled, as all tests are not made at the same time or day; it is possible to see differences between each 

run. The environment also affects external validity; in this case a fully functional virtualized 

residential gateway is set up. The proposed setup is enough to only answer how specifically operating 

system level virtualization affect the performance variables. 

4.2 Security assessment method 
There are a number of security assessment frameworks and methods aimed for security assessing 

systems and network security. As example, Clark et. al. (2004) have developed a mixed method 

framework for security assessing network security, this method is aimed for network attacks only, it is 

not a security assessment model for a complete system on a higher abstraction level. Oman et. al. 

(2004) created a vulnerability assessment of SCADA control systems, also aimed towards the network 

security.  

If discussing the framework produced by Hallberg et. al. (2005) in contrast to previous mentioned 

frameworks and methods, Hallberg has a much more flexible framework which can be applied both on 

complete systems and on parts of a system. As the aim is to assess security of a system that has a big 

variety of components, it is important to apply a flexible framework rather than a specialized 

framework aimed for specific parts of a system, such as network security.  
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Hallberg et. al. (2005) security assessment method is used to fulfill the aim of testing security aspects 

around virtualization technologies impact the security in virtualized residential gateways. The method 

of security assessing systems is qualitative and based on system descriptions and usage context. Figure 

11 show in a graphical way how the model is going to be used to security assess virtualized residential 

gateways. The basic inputs to the model are the known variables with a description of the system and 

its components and which the basic security requirements are. Next step is to establish a model with a 

context description in how the system is intended to be used and which technical and human 

relationships exists within the system. The system model acts as input to the systems security 

assessment which analyses possible attack surfaces in the relationships within the system, for example 

analyzing the connection between the customer premises and to the operator premises and determine 

probable attack surfaces with respect to confidentiality and integrity. In this case the system is both 

going to be studied as a one big entity and as individual software components. Security assessment is 

made with the help of the actual implementation of the architecture and also by finding attack surfaces 

from literature.  

 

 

Figure 11 – Possible framework implementation 

 

The expected output from the security assessment is a graded list of security threats to identified 

components of the system and to the relations between user and system.  
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4.2.1 Delimitations 
Security assessment is only made with regards to virtualization technology, in this case full and 

operating system level virtualization, in the context of virtualized residential gateways in home 

networks. This means that the security assessment covers network security and virtualization security 

of the system architectures tested in the experiments from section 4.1. This study is delimited from 

investigating differences in availability as this would be solved by the underlying cloud infrastructure 

and not the virtualization technology or virtualized residential gateway itself. 

4.2.2 Analysis of results 
To analyze the results the systems architectures is compared in relation to each security threat to give 

an overview which vulnerabilities affect the system architecture. As in the experiments, the same 

independent variables is used in the security assessments; virtualization technology. The dependent 

variables are the vulnerability levels of each security threats. The found security threats is discussed 

and analyzed, by reviewing literature, try to find if there is any way of mitigating the threats. Threat 

level for each security vulnerability is determined depending on severity; the severity is graded high, 

medium, or low for the two system architectures. The outcome generates a discussion and a 

recommendation of how to implement such system in a secure way. 

4.2.3 Validity 
Discussion about internal validity of results in qualitative methods is based on history, maturation, 

testing, instrumentation, statistical regression, differential selection, experimental morality, and 

maturation interaction (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

When it comes to internal validity, history can affect the results of this study, for example, new 

security threats is found after the study is completed. If this is the case this study would not cover 

these security threats. This is a problem that does not make the study invalid, it rather becomes more 

incomplete as the time passes. For this reason, it is important that future research can catch up new 

advances in security threats. The same goes with maturation, the software is likely to change 

functionality and/or performance in the future when it gets further developed, new security issues may 

get introduced and other get fixed. This report is intended to show the current state of what is possible 

today and the only solution for maturation of software would be to redo the security assessment tests 

on major changes of virtualization software.  Design of instrumentation in terms of scores of security 

vulnerabilities (high to low) may be hard to evaluate in terms of vulnerabilities that is not high, 

medium or low. If this is the case, the scale would need to be adjusted after the vulnerabilities have 

been deeper analyzed. As the scoring of the assessment itself is done in the end of the study it is easier 

to adjust without affecting previously conducted parts. Statistical regression, differential selection and 

experimental mortality is not applicable to this study as there are no non-comparable groups and as 

there are no human involvement, loss of respondents is therefore not an issue. 

In terms of construct validity, the mono-method bias is a potential threat to this qualitative method. 

One single method is applied, but several observations are done from the angle of security. The 

scenarios used in the method will help mitigating the threat as they show how the security threats and 

solutions are applied. 

If discussing external validity the items are selection, history, reliability and objectivity effects. The 

selection effects can be that serious vulnerabilities are missed out in the assessment; this is not a big 

problem for the study itself as this is something that can be added throughout the project without 

needing to redo the parts that are already done. Security assessments can be seen as an iterative 

process when changes and updates are made to the system, security assessment can be updates as well. 

It is important to find most of the serious security vulnerabilities as discussed from existing research. 
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This is also something that affects the history issues but is not an actual issue if seen to the reason for 

the assessment, to show the current state of security in the system that is tested with regards to 

virtualization technology. As the assessment is based upon security vulnerabilities known from 

literature and research the assessment is easy to replicate. When it comes to reliability the security 

vulnerabilities are first confirmed in the existing experimental setup given from the performance 

experiments.  

4.3 Experiment design 
The experiment of this project is designed in a way where one experiment is run in parallel with the 

analysis of the security in terms of a security assessment. The entire work is based on previous 

research that is done in the field when it comes to choice of variables such as virtualization 

technologies and number of tests. The previous research that is described in the background is a 

starting point for analyzing the previous research which is then used as input to both performance 

experiments and the security assessment. The boxes represented in figure 12 are explained in 

upcoming three subsections where the detailed content of the experiment design of the performance 

experiment, security assessment, and conclusion is explained. In the last subsections the outline of the 

conclusions chapter is explained and how the output from each process is used to propose the new 

systems architecture of virtualized residential gateways.  

 

Figure 12 – Research design 
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4.3.1 Assess performance quantitatively 
According to Wohlin (2012), independent variables, which are controlled, are used as input to the 

experiment process where the output is the dependent variable. In the performance experiments of this 

research there are multiple independent variables, virtualization type and number of clients (See figure 

13). Virtualization type is controlled and can be either full virtualization or operating system level 

virtualization, after the virtualization type is chosen; the number of clients is also set for each 

experiment. The variables that will be measured are the network throughput, processor, RAM and disk 

usage. Each measured variable is seen as an own sub experiment, for example, network throughput 

will produce different result depending on number of clients and virtualization type. The measured 

variables are expected to change when either virtualization type or number of clients is changed. It is 

not certain that the measured variables depend on each other, instead these three measurements is seen 

as three experiments. The outcome of the experiments is then presented as a deliverable in form of a 

comparison between the two virtualization types and number of clients used in the experiments. 

Performance 

experiment

Full virtualization

Operating system level virtualization

Network throughput
Comparison

One virtualization 

type per experiment

Number of clients

 

Figure 13 – Example performance experiment design 

4.3.2 Assess security qualitatively 
In order to assess security of the system with respect to the tested virtualization technologies previous 

security research, both around the virtualization technologies chosen for this research, and virtualized 

residential gateways is used as input for the assessment. Independent variable, which is controlled, is 

the virtualization type and the security threats. The security assessment cannot cover every single 

threat that exists for virtualization, instead most of the threats are chosen depending on if they exist in 

previous research in the context of virtual residential gateways (relevant security threats). The 

dependent variable, which is the outcome from the assessment model used, threat levels is set 

depending on a defined scale (See figure 14). Solutions are found to the threats, if there are any, and 

the change of threat levels after the solution is applied is discussed. 

 

Figure 14 – Security assessment design 
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4.3.3 Conclude the new systems architecture 
As a conclusion from the performance experiments and the security assessment, a description of the 

architecture is made as a conclusion of the results. The description is an overview of how the potential 

system could be implemented. It is in the conclusion where the two methods used in the experiments 

are connected in order to conclude the recommendations for the new systems architecture (See figure 

15). The new systems architecture description includes an overview of the system design and what 

could be expected out from the hardware if same hardware is used as in the conducted experiments. 

Security recommendations and how these recommendations would affect the choice of architectural 

components. The outcome is expected to be a general description in how to create secure virtualized 

home residential gateways. 

 

Figure 15 – Conclusion of the systems architecture from the experiments 
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5 Performance experiments 
The first part of the performance experiments is to redo some of the tests from previous research in 

order to determine a performance baseline on the new hardware. To determine the performance 

baseline tests are going to be made with full virtualization and KVM as hypervisor, then the same 

experiments is conducted with a system that is configured in a similar way but uses operating system 

virtualization. 

5.1 Full virtualization with KVM 
The very first experiments are made with KVM virtual machines. The base system is installed using 

kernel based virtual machines (full virtualization) and OpenWRT backfire 10.03. The configuration of 

the KVM virtual machines is presented in Appendix A. Each virtual machine is given 256 MB RAM 

and the virtualization is also hardware assisted using HVM (Hardware Virtual Machine), to ensure that 

full virtualization is used. 

Each client (CT) is connected to a virtual residential gateway using VLAN (Virtual LAN) separation 

through the 1 Gbit VLAN trunk (See figure 16). The VLAN trunk goes over one dedicated Ethernet 

connection, this way each client traffic stream is isolated from each other. In figure 16 each colored 

line represents different VLAN going through the VLAN trunk.  

The internet connection on the Wide Area Network (WAN) is simulated using a dedicated Ethernet 

connection to a network where four servers exist. The four servers are running iperf simulating TCP 

and UDP traffic with a pattern similar to HDTV, SDTV, VOIP and web traffic. When traffic is sent 

from the clients it goes through an aggregated VLAN trunk so that each client is logically separated on 

the network medium and further on to the dedicated virtual residential gateway. The KVM has the 

OpenWRT routing software installed so that it can route the traffic to the correct destination, in this 

case the servers. 

 

 

Figure 16 – Logical topology of the KVM baseline experiments 
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Each server was running iperf in four instances, three instances accepting only UDP packets, and one 

instance accepting only TCP traffic. The iperf configuration issued on each host is presented in table 2. 

The server configuration is the iperf command issued on each server respectively (HDTV – Web) 

while the client configuration is the commands issued on each client (CT 1 – 30). Four instances of 

iperf on each client were started using a perl script (See Appendix B). To simulate HDTV, SDTV and 

VOIP iperf UDP packets was sent at a given bandwidth. The bandwidths 16 Mbit for two HDTV 

channels, 3 Mbit for two SDTV channels and 100 kbit for three VOIP calls. The bandwidths are 

chosen according to the recommendations from ITU (2008) for a “high bandwidth” user. The rest of 

the available bandwidth is filled with uncapped TCP traffic representing simultaneous internet 

downloads and web traffic. 

 

Table 2 – Iperf configuration 

Server Server configuration Client configuration 

HDTV iperf –s -u iperf –c 10.0.252.104 –u –b 16m –t 1800 

SDTV iperf –s -u iperf –c 10.0.252.104 –u –b 3m –t 1800 

VOIP iperf –s -u iperf –c 10.0.252.104 –u –b 100k –t 1800 

Web iperf –s iperf –c 10.0.252.104 –u –t 1800 
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5.2 Operating system level virtualization with OpenVZ 
Figure 17 show the logical network topology used for the OpenVZ experiments. The setup is exactly 

the same compared to the KVM experiments. Only the virtualization technology has been changed in 

this experiment. The host is still running CentOS 6 64-bit and each OpenVZ container is running 

OpenWRT Backfire 10.03 communicating through VLAN separation to each client machine. Same 

Iperf setup is also used (See table 2). In Appendix C the configuration of the OpenWRT container is 

presented, each container is allowed to use a maximum of 1 processor Core, 256 MB RAM, 512 MB 

swap space on the disk and 2 GB disk space at most. 

 

WANWAN WANWAN

HDTV Server SDTV Server VOIP Server Web server

CT 30CT 2CT 1 Client OpenVZ containersCT 3

VZ 30VZ 2VZ 1 VZ 3
Virtual Residential Gateway 

OpenVZ containers VZ 1 – VZ30

1 Gbit

VLAN Trunk 

 

Figure 17 – Logical topology of the OpenVZ experiments 
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5.3 Analysis of results 
The average total of the datasets network throughput, processor usage, RAM and disk usage where 

sampled from 4 tests for OpenVZ and KVM respectively. Each test with 1, 5, 15 and 30 clients that for 

30 minutes per test and repeated 10 times, this chapter is also presenting and discussing the average 

graphs from the tests. 

5.3.1 Network throughput 
The results from the network throughput tests show that both OpenVZ and KVM have a very close 

performance pattern with up to five users. When 15 users is using the system KVM is able to route on 

average 681,57 Mbit with a standard deviation of 0,28 Mbit, OpenVZ is on average routing 678,15 

Mbit with a standard deviation of 0,48 Mbit throughout the test. KVM is performing on average 0,50 

% (3,42 Mbit) better than OpenVZ with 15 clients. At 30 clients OpenVZ have better throughput; 

691,49 Mbit with standard deviation of 0,38 Mbit, compared to KVM that have 687,03 Mbit with 

standard deviation of 0,17 Mbit. At 30 clients OpenVZ is performing on average 0,65 % (4,46 Mbit) 

better than KVM. Between the 10 tests there where only a slight discrepancy, this can be seen on the 

standard deviation, which is mostly less than 1 Mbit. 

The graph in figure 18 below is an average value for each of the 10 tests where each test runs for 30 

minutes. The graph is presented per test on the horizontal line and the throughput on the vertical line. 

 

 

Figure 18 – Network throughput for KVM and OpenVZ  
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5.3.2 Processor usage 
If analysing processor usage it is possible to see that when KVM is performing similar to or better than 

OpenVZ is when the processor usage is less than 90 %. One example here is when 15 KVM clients is 

routing traffic, the processor usage is on average 66 % across the 10 tests, with a standard deviation of  

2 %.  

During all tests OpenVZ did not show any sign to have a high processor load, the processor load was 

at most 12% even when 30 clients is sending network traffic through the routers. The processor 

temperature was checked to confirm if this really could be the case, the temperature varied at most 4 

degrees celsius compared to 20 degrees celsius for KVM during the tests. The reason for the huge 

difference in processor load in comparison between OpenVZ and KVM is likely to be that OpenVZ is 

only sharing one Linux kernel while KVM has at most 30 Linux kernels active at the same time. 

Sharing one Linux kernel means that only one kernel tries to use the processor, resulting in less 

context switches and scheduling issues. This means that OpenVZ is using the hardware more efficient, 

when it comes to performance of network traffic versus processor usage. 

The graph in figure 19 below show the average processor usage value per test over all the 10 tests 

where each test runs for 30 minutes. 

 

Figure 19 – Processor usage during throughput test with KVM and OpenVZ 
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5.3.3 RAM usage 
Monitoring of RAM usage during the tests showed that RAM usage does not vary depending on 

processor load, network traffic, or time. But the RAM usage show that OpenVZ again use the 

hardware more efficient because of the Linux kernel sharing (See figure 20). The big difference is due 

to that KVM needs an hypervisor, a layer between the operating sytem and the virtual machine, while 

OpenVZ share the operating system without needing an additional layer between the operating system 

kernel and the container instance. 

The graph in figure 20 below show the average RAM usage over 10 tests where each test run for 30 

minutes. The vertical line show the number of Mega Bytes (MB) that is used. It is possible to see 

clearly in this graph that the RAM usage is constant during the tests, but varies with the number of 

clients that is active.   

 

Figure 20 – RAM Usage of KVM and OpenVZ 

 

Less RAM is needed for OpenWRT running under OpenVZ compared to KVM. Noticeable difference 

is seen already with one running router, 494,42 MB is needed for KVM while only 198,17 MB is 

needed for OpenVZ which is a 249 % difference (See Figure 21). With 5 clients the difference is  

310 %. With higher number of clients the percentual hypervisor overhead becomes less and with 15 

clients there is a 193 % difference. In general OpenVZ needs about two times less of RAM memory 

resources compared to KVM. 
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Figure 21 – RAM usage depending on number of clients 

 

5.3.4 Disk usage 
Figure 22 show the total disk usage for a complete system installed with KVM and OpenVZ 

respectively. The base system is a lot larger for a KVM based installation than OpenVZ. The disk 

usage per client instance for each virtual residential gateway is also larger with KVM. On average 

about 10 MB is needed per installation for KVM while 4 MB is needed per installation under 

OpenVZ. This is due to that the same Linux kernel is shared between the instances, resulting in lower 

resource usage. Unlike RAM usage, disk usage varies with the number of virtualized residential 

gateways on the system rather than active clients on a given time. Like the RAM, disk usage did also 

not vary over time and does not depend on the network load in any way. 

  

 

Figure 22 – Disk usage depending on number of clients 
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5.3.5 Jitter analysis 
Jitter was also measured during the tests with traffic that is sensitive to jitter. It is worth mentioning 

that each client pushed as much data as they could and the connection was congested. Figure 23 show 

that traffic types that uses high bandwidth, such as HDTV, also gets the lowest jitter. One reason for 

this may be that with higher bandwidth the connection has a higher contention ratio on the connection 

than a traffic type that requires lower bandwidth, such as VOIP. In a congested scenario VOIP got the 

highest jitter induced by the virtual residential gateway. What can be seen from the graph in Figure 23 

is that the jitter has very low variations between the test, also the jitter is mostly under 1 ms through 

the virtualized residential gateway, meaning that jitter does not become a problem even on a congested 

internet connection if using virtualized residential gateways. 

 

 

Figure 23 – Reported Jitter for each client 
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5.4 Related work 
Cruz et. al. (2013b) have previously showed that KVM can be used for virtualized residential 

gateways, this research have not only confirmed this, but also filled in the gap of showing how much 

resources KVM and OpenVZ are using if they are directly compared. 

Egi et. al. (2007) investigated performance of virtualized residential gateways when using 

paravirtualization with the Xen hypervisor. Their conclusion with paravirtualization is the same when 

it comes to full virtualization, the context switching induces high processor load. OpenVZ does not 

have this type of per VM context switching because it is only one shared Linux kernel that is trying to 

use the processor.  

This research has showed the difference in performance between full virtualization and OS-level 

virtualization. OS-level virtualization does not have the performance issues as other types of 

virtualization have. OpenVZ uses less RAM, disk and processor resources when under high network 

load. The difference is so high that it could be argued if other virtualization types really are relevant to 

implement in the use case of virtualized residential gateways for home use. 

5.4.1 Comparison of data to previous research 
Figure 24 is the graph presented by Cruz et. al. (2013b) in existing previous research. The graph 

presents how much throughput that can be processed by the system per client when having up to 30 

clients.  

 

 

 

To be able to see how the hardware differs compared to previous research, the same tests where used 

in this research. Figure 25 show that the difference is that higher troughput can be seen with one client 

and that previous research has better performance when having multiple clients (+/- ca 1 Mbit). This 

variation from previous research can be due to that not the exact same networking hardware was used. 

 

Figure 24 – KVM Throughput distribution from previous research (Source: Cruz et. al., 2013b) 
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Even though OpenVZ show worse throughput per client in figure 26, it is important to mention that 

OpenVZ had very low processor load (about 2 %) during all tests. OpenVZ also had higher throughput 

per client when 30 clients was reached, a reason for this can be that the processor load was over 90 % 

when KVM reached 30 clients.  

 

 

Figure 25 – KVM Throughput distribution from this research 

Figure 26 - OpenVZ Throughput distribution from this research 
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The outcome of the processor usage (See figure 27) is similar to the results presented by Cruz et. al. 

(2013b). It is interesting to compare processor usage per VM to the OpenVZ processor usage, which 

was at roughly 0,6 % per VM when having 30 clients. The graph represents the average processor 

usage per VM, each test has been running for 30 minutes. 

 

 Figure 27 – KVM processor usage per VM 

Figure 28 represents the processor usage per VM for OpenVZ. At roughly the same throughput as 

KVM the processor usage is significantly lower in comparison. When having 1 client that is using 

about 675 Mbit of data transfer, the processor usage per VM is about 5 % (+/- 2%). When having  

30 clients that is using about 692 Mbit of data transfer, processor usage per VM is only  

0,33 % (+/- 0,1 %). At the same throughput level as KVM, it was not possible to use the full potential 

of the processor with OpenVZ. Showing the maximum possible throughput was not the scope of this 

research, just show the difference in performance between the two virtualization types.  

 

 Figure 28 – OpenVZ processor usage distribution per VM 
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6 Security assessment 
Security assessment of the virtualized residential gateway based on OpenVZ and operating system 

level virtualization is made according to Hallberg et. al. (2005) security assessment model. The model 

is using the design and security requirements as input to the model. The entities that are used in the 

model is described and then put into a use case scenario with home networking as a context in order to 

describe which access roles exists in the system. When the use case scenario is described, security 

vulnerabilities are checked with the help of literature from previous research and access to the live 

experimental system. 

6.1 Architecture requirements 
Zamaere et. al. (2012) is presenting a few design requirements for virtualized residential gateways 

with the context of health care use; service hosting, isolation of services, reasonable performance and 

low cost. In the context of home networks the possibility of hosting third party services is less 

important to fulfill the role as a residential gateway for home networks. 

Cruz et. al. (2013b) is also discussing architectural requirements of the system. Cruz confirms that cost 

is a major factor but also discusses the importance of having little configuration complexity, software 

upgrade time efficiency and having a homogenous environment.  

An overview of basic design requirements from previous research is presented in table 3.  

Table 3 – Important basic architecture requirements for virtualized residential gateways 

Factor Description 

Resonable performance The performance of the virtualized residential gateway must be able 

to meet the customers demand on bandwidth with low resource 

usage on the virtualization node. 

Low cost Both low cost in terms time of installation and maintenance (labour 

cost). Also low cost of the need for hardware and software.  

Isolation of services Services on each virtualized residential gateway must be sufficiently 

isolated so the operation does not affect other customers. This is 

important both with normal operation and abnormal operation 

(hacking attempts).  

Low configuration 

complexity 

Easy to configure for the customer and easy to maintain for the 

administrator. Preferably with little parameters that need to be 

configured. 

Software upgrade efficiency Time needed to push software upgrades to many customers should 

be minimized. 
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6.2 Security requirements 
A number of security requirements is proposed for virtualized residential gateways in the context of 

home networks. Following four requirements that regards security is proposed as input to the security 

assessment: 

1. Customers have access to the web interface but no shell access. Each container is separated 

between each customer. 

2. Service provider can only administrate its own customers virtualized residential gateway 

container. If several service providers exist in the system, the service providers must be 

isolated from each other.  

3. Administrative traffic must be encrypted, to and from the web interface and any other 

management protocols. 

4. The systems installed in the containers must be secure enough not to affect the integrity of the 

base system. 

6.3 Description of role entities used for the model 
In the model used for security assessing the system has three roles and three entities where permission 

has to be controlled (See table 4). The system in this model supports two kinds of administrators; the 

cloud administrator, and the service provider administrator. The cloud administrator is one or several 

persons which take care of the daily maintenance of the cloud environment which run the 

virtualization servers. Cloud maintenance does not have to be run by the service provider itself, the 

cloud can be provided by a separate provider for several service providers. The management interface 

is where the administrators invoke adding and deleting customers and service providers in the system. 

Gateway application is for example the OpenWRT instance that would run in the OpenVZ container, 

the customer, which is the user of the virtualized residential gateway, is able to read and change the 

network configuration of the gateway application. 

Table 4 – Role description of virtual residential gateway participants 

 Cloud administrator Service provider 

administrator 

Customer / user 

Virtualization 

host 

Full control No control No control 

OpenVZ 

containers 

Full control Full control for 

customer containers 

only 

No control 

Management 

interface 

Ability to add and 

delete service 

providers and 

customers 

Ability to add and 

delete customers 

No control 

Gateway 

application 

No control No control Ability to read and change 

configuration of the 

application 
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6.4 Use case scenario 
When the user connects to the internet there is an assigned virtual residential gateway in the 

virtualization cloud environment (See figure 29). In this specific case the customer identification in the 

cloud is based on a VLAN id (Virtual LAN identification) number, which means that the network is 

segmented all the way from the customer premises to the virtual gateway itself. There are two main 

administrator roles, the cloud administrator and the service provider administrator. In a larger 

environment it would be possible to divide these roles into subroles, such as a helpdesk operator, 

which could have less system permissions than the administrator. The virtualization cluster contains 

multiple virtualization nodes where the virtualized residential gateways run. The complete 

environment is entirely homogenous in this case, all virtual residential gateways is running the exact 

same router software and version (OpenWRT 10.03). The virtualization cluster itself must be able to 

perform failover and load balancing across multiple nodes in order to support a highly available 

solution towards the customer. 

When the customer connects to the internet from his home he has in most cases a Customer Placed 

Equipment (CPE), for example when connecting to the internet using ADSL, the CPE is the ADSL 

modem. This device is generic and does not need any special settings in order to connect to a virtual 

residential gateway, off-the-shelf devices available today would work without any problem. 

 

User

Customer Placed Equipment

Bridge, ADSL modem, etc. Internet

Administrate

Cloud administrator

Administrate

Service provider administrator

Virtualization cluster with virtualized residential gateways

 

Figure 29 – Use case scenario with user and administrators 
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6.4.1 Adding customers 
When the service provider is adding a new broadband customer to the system it is done through a 

management interface (See figure 30). The service provider has to specify an ID-number which the 

VLAN assignment is based upon, to be able to trace which customer is on which gateway in the 

system. The second step is when the management interface calls a script on the virtualization 

environment which invokes the creation of the virtualized gateway instance. This script can look 

something like the one used when creating many virtualized residential gateways for the previous 

performance tests (See Appendix D). The script conducts tasks three and four in Figure 23, to pull a 

template of a gateway from a central storage and create a network interface which connects to the 

correct VLAN. 

 

Figure 30 – Automation flow of adding a user to the service provider partition of the virtualization cluster 

 

6.4.2 Service provider connection 
Figure 31 describes the use of Q-in-Q encapsulation of VLAN tags in the network. Between the 

virtualization environment and the operator network, the provider of the virtualization environment 

can choose to identify each service provider by using Q-in-Q double encapsulated VLAN tags. This 

way, both the service provider and the customer can be identified inside the virtualization 

environment. The extra Q-in-Q tag is decapsulated before entering the network of the service provider. 

  

 

Figure 31 – Usage of Q-in-Q in the network infrastructure 
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6.5 Implementation of the virtualized residential gateway 
The implementation of the virtualized residential gateway in the actual virtualization environment is 

important to discuss when doing a security assessment. This implementation description is used as 

input to the security assessment and when assessing security in this system. 

6.5.1 File structure on the virtualization node 
The file structure on an OpenVZ virtualization node consists of the vz base directory and multiple 

subdirectories. In the ”vz” folder under ”/etc” all of the configuration files for each OpenVZ container 

as well as the base configuration file. All files of the container operating systems exists under the 

”private” directory of the OpenVZ, the private directory is structured so that each container id (vzid) 

has a subdirectory under ”private” (/vz/private/<vzid>). When a OpenVZ container is running the file 

system is mounted under the root directory ”/vz/root/<vzid>”. The only user that has access to these 

directories is the superuser ”root”. 

/vz  Base directory for vz 

/vz/lock  Lock files for running OpenVZ containers 

/vz/private File system for OpenVZ containers 

/vz/root  Mount points for OpenVZ containers 

/vz/template Operating system templates 

/etc/vz/  Base directory for vz configuration files 

/etc/vz/vz.conf Configuration file of OpenVZ 

/etc/vz/conf/ Configuration directory for OpenVZ containers 

In a production environment it would be possible to divide the ”private” directory in several service 

provider directories, for example ”/vz/private/serviceprovider1/<vzid>”. Folder permissions would be 

set so that the service provider and the administrator has access to each container in the service 

provider directory and able to start it by issuing ”sudo vzctl start <vzid>”. Below the directory listing 

of a service provider directory together with full permissions, only root and the service provider (sp) 

has access to these folders on the virtualization host. 

/vz/private 

  /vz/private/serviceprodivder<id>/<vzid> 

 

drwxrwx--- 16 sp1 root 4096 Apr 15 10:19 serviceprovider1 

drwxrwx--- 16 sp2 root 4096 Apr 15 10:19 serviceprovider2 

6.5.2 Network configuration on the virtualization node 
In OpenVZ there are two possible configuration options

4
 for network interface cards; these are called 

veth (Virtual Ethernet) and venet (Virutal Network). According to OpenVZ development team the 

veth interface has most features, such as its own MAC-address support broadcast traffic. Because that 

the DHCP server is inside the container the support for broadcast traffic is a requirement, even if the 

venet is stated to have better performance the previous experiments (See 5.3.1) show that there is no 

lack of performance when the veth interface is used. For each OpenVZ container that exists on the 

virtualization node there are two network interface that is bridged, one virtual interface connected to 

the physical hardware network interface with VLAN id configured and the OpenVZ veth interface. 

br30  Bridge 30 

 |- eth1.30 Physical interface on VLAN 30 (Virtual LAN) 

 |- veth130.0 OpenVZ interface for container 130 

                                                           
4
 http://openvz.org/Differences_between_venet_and_veth 
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6.6 Security threats 
By using the knowledge from section 6.4 & 6.5 of how the infrastructure and architecture around the 

virtualized residential gateway works. Threats that have been found from literature and in the live 

system are discussed in this chapter as a part of the security assessment. 

6.6.1 VM Information leakage 
As discussed in section 2.4 Kernel Same page Merging (KSM) is one possible security threat for 

KVM Virtual machines but does not affect OpenVZ since KSM is not supported. The reason for this is 

that OpenVZ is already sharing a larger portion of the operating system between virtual instances 

compared to KVM with KSM activated. KSM information leakage is not likely to cause a problem for 

customers in the environment as the customers of the service provider is not supposed to have shell 

access at all. For the case of the service provider role that may either have access to a management 

interface which takes care of everything needed for a service provider, or shell access being able to 

conduct everything needed for a service provider directly in a shell terminal. Even if shell access 

exists, the service provider would not need access to the root account. 

6.6.2 VM Escape 
Users that got root access can easily break out of the OpenVZ container as a root is a privileged user. 

The result of a system user breaking out of a container is that the host system with all virtualized 

residential gateways may get compromised. In this case this might affect the service provider account 

and not the customer accounts. If all the system users that need shell access to the container would not 

have root access it is important that all system users have unique user identification (UID). The UID is 

shared between the container and the host system. For example if user1 in a container has user id 1001 

and admin1 in the host system has the same user id the permissions is confused so that user1 may get 

root access inside the container and can therefore break out of its container. 

6.6.3 Network attacks & denial of service 
The customer can transmit messages over the network. If trying a default configuration with two 

customers in the system, one of the customers is trying to transmit an ICMP echo request (ping) to the 

other customer internal network. The OpenVZ virtualization node is aware of the internal networks of 

all nodes as it is a shared environment. When another customer tries to ping an IP-address in a foreign 

private network the result is that the gateway is responding with an ICMP Destination Host 

Unreachable. 

[root@CT4 /]# ping 192.168.3.231 

PING 192.168.3.231 (192.168.3.231) 56(84) bytes of data. 

From 10.0.252.72 icmp_seq=2 Destination Host Unreachable 

From 10.0.252.72 icmp_seq=3 Destination Host Unreachable 

From 10.0.252.72 icmp_seq=4 Destination Host Unreachable 

--- 192.168.3.231 ping statistics --- 

4 packets transmitted, 0 received, +3 errors, 100% packet loss, time 3936ms 

When trying to ping an IP-address in a foreign network that is assigned by the virtualized residential 

gateway there are no reply at all, the ICMP packets are dropped on the route back. Below is a ping 

attempt without and replies. 

[root@CT4 /]# ping 192.168.3.232 

PING 192.168.3.232 (192.168.3.232) 56(84) bytes of data. 

--- 192.168.3.232 ping statistics --- 

10 packets transmitted, 0 received, 100% packet loss, time 9944ms 
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When looking at a traffic dump from the client in the foreign network it is possible to see that the 

ICMP echo request is actually received and a reply is sent. The reason that no replies are received is 

that the ICMP is later blocked by the virtualization node. 

IP 10.0.252.153 > 192.168.3.232: ICMP echo request, id 39500, seq 5, length 64 

IP 192.168.3.232 > 10.0.252.153: ICMP echo reply, id 39500, seq 5, length 64 

IP 10.0.252.153 > 192.168.3.232: ICMP echo request, id 39500, seq 6, length 64 

IP 192.168.3.232 > 10.0.252.153: ICMP echo reply, id 39500, seq 6, length 64 

If a customer can map the internal network of all other customers, multiple security issues can emerge. 

For example it is possible to map how many customers exist in the system in total, which IP-addresses 

all customers use. As a result the attacker could learn about multiple home users networks to prepare 

an attack. The only thing that is in the way for the attacker in this case is the network address 

translation; the internal IP-address is one variable that the attacker gets from a simple ICMP attack. 

Another possibility is also to invoke denial of service towards customers on a low bandwidth 

subscription; the ICMP packets are reaching the host and by increasing the packet size or bombarding 

the host with UDP packets leads to congestion of the other customer internet connections. 

6.6.4 TCP covert channel 
If looking at covert channels as a monitoring attack, one use for covert channels is to send covert 

messages and avoid detection by for example intrusion detection systems. This way it is possible to 

utilize unsuspecting systems to send covert messages for criminal purposes. One small experiment has 

been done on the virtualized residential gateway infrastructure by manipulating TCP sequence 

numbers using the nping
5
 software. 

A test was made from one of the OpenVZ clients to a host on the internet. The message “TEST” was 

sent using the truth table below (See Table 6). 

Table 5 – Truth table for TCP Sequence communication 

1000000001
 

A 1000001010 I 1000010011 Q 

1000000010 B 1000001011 J 1000010100 R 

1000000011 C 1000001100 K 1000010101 S 

1000000100 D 1000001110 L 1000010110 T 

1000000101 E 1000001111 M 1000010111 U 

1000000111 F 1000010000 N 1000011000 V 

1000001000 G 1000010001 O 1000011001 W 

1000001001 H 1000010010 P 1000011010 X 

 

A series of nping commands was scripted (see below). Below is also the received communication on 

the internet host, sequence numbers have been left intact over the communication route. A sequence 

                                                           
5
 http://nmap.org/nping/ 
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number of “1111111111” means in this case start of the message and “1011111101” means end of 

message. 

nping --tcp <destination> -p <port> --seq <binary message> -c 1 

 

IP portland.his.se.49890 > hda.naden.local.90: Flags [S], seq 1111111111, win 1480, 

length 0 

IP portland.his.se.34143 > hda.naden.local.90: Flags [S], seq 1000010110, win 1480, 

length 0 

IP portland.his.se.58544 > hda.naden.local.90: Flags [S], seq 1000000101, win 1480, 

length 0 

IP portland.his.se.5156 > hda.naden.local.90: Flags [S], seq 1000010101, win 1480, 

length 0 

IP portland.his.se.28365 > hda.naden.local.90: Flags [S], seq 1000010110, win 1480, 

length 0 

IP portland.his.se.24278 > hda.naden.local.90: Flags [S], seq 1011111101, win 1480, 

length 0 

The message that has been sent is received unchanged. This small experiment is only to prove that 

covert message is still possible even if the gateways are virtualized. This way of transmitting messages 

can be automated and also be extended to transmit encrypted data with both pictures and text inside 

unsuspecting internet traffic. It is not only the sequence number that can be modified for these 

purposes but also the accepted window size value which accepts numbers from 0 – 65535, the 

sequence number field in the TCP header accept values between 0 – 2
32
. 
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6.7 Security assessment & solutions 
Each security issue that has been found is assessed according to a high to low scale, severity is 

assessed in the context of the given use case scenario. Depending on the security assessment a solution 

is proposed depending on severity. Table 6 show the description of the different severity levels used in 

the security assessment. 

Table 6 – Description of severity levels 

Severity level Description 

High Threat can disrupt communication or compromise confidentiality 

and/or integrity in communication 

Medium Threat can compromise confidentiality and/or integrity in 

communication 

Low Threat can be used to learn about the systems internal structures but not 

itself cause any harm 

None Threat is not applicable / found 

 

6.7.1 VM Information leakage 
If comparing OpenVZ with KVM (See table 7); when it comes to security issues with memory page 

sharing techniques, KSM (Kernel Samepage Merging) have security issues in forms of memory 

deduplication attacks. If deploying KVM it would be possible to turn off this functionality to mitigate 

a memory deduplication attack. The grep command below is checking whether KSM is activated or 

not in the current running version of the Linux kernel. 

grep KSM /boot/config-`uname -r` 

CONFIG_KSM=y 

OpenVZ does not have this issue as each container is assigned its own memory space. OpenVZ 

containers are still more memory efficient even without this type of technique as kernel sharing is 

more resource efficient in terms of memory. Even though no solution is required for OpenVZ, the 

solution under a KVM environment would be to turn off KSM by disabling it in the kernel. 

Deactivation of KSM is simply done by deactivating KSM in the kernel. 

vi /boot/config-`uname -r` 

CONFIG_KSM=n 

Table 7 – Assessment of memory information leakage for memory sharing techniques 

 OpenVZ KVM 

Description 

 

(Severity) 

Containers has its own memory 

space  

(None) 

Kernel Samepage Merging, susceptible to 

deduplication attack  

(Low) 
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6.7.2 VM Escape 
In an OpenVZ environment for the current use case, VM Escape scenarios based on matching UID 

(User ID) numbers is very likely to happen if the configuration is not planned properly (See table 8). It 

is recommended to deploy a system where global UID can be implemented. One way to manage this is 

to implement a directory service, such as LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol), where each 

virtualized residential gateway and virtualization host system is associated. Another advantage with a 

directory service is that centralized user account management is supported so that the technical support 

also could reset the password of the virtualized gateway without needing to destroy the OpenVZ 

container. 

Table 8 – Assessment of VM Escape  

 OpenVZ KVM 

Description 

 

(Severity) 

Probable to happen in a poorly 

planned environment 

(High) 

VM Escape is not likely to happen in 

environments with full virtualization  

(None) 

 

6.7.3 Network attacks & denial of service 
The problem with the possibility of mapping and communicating customer internal network lies in the 

default configuration and the fact that the virtualization node takes an active part of the customer 

internal network. This is an issue for any virtualization technology as the internal network is bridged 

on the actual virtualization host, where the traffic is also encapsulated with a VLAN. Even if an IP-

address is set on the bridge interface on the OpenVZ virtualization node, the clients should never be 

able to communicate between internal networks. One solution to solve this issue is simply to apply 

strict use of firewall rules with IPTables to state which virtual interface is allowed to communicate 

with which bridge and then block and attempts of inter-LAN communication. The assessment of 

network attacks against virtualized residential gateways remains as a problem and is therefore assessed 

as a high severity as the results could be information loss or loss of services (See table 9). 

Table 9 – Assessment of network attacks & denial of service  

 OpenVZ KVM 

Description 

 

(Severity) 

Probable to happen in a poorly 

planned environment 

 (High) 

Probable to happen in a poorly planned 

environment 

 (High) 
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6.7.4 TCP covert channel 
TCP Covert channels can be used to transmit data and avoid detection from most administrators. This 

required custom coded applications that make use of TCP in an unstandardized way. The implication 

for the system itself is low as this does not disrupt communication or disturb communication in any 

way. But this could be used to transmit illegal or secret data in a hidden and covert way. For this 

reason it is not relevant to put a lot of effort into mitigating the issue, but rather being able to detect if 

it exists in the network. This problem is assessed as a low severity as it is not likely to be a problem 

for the service provider even if it is still possible (See table 10). Even if the TCP sequence field would 

be monitored, there is possible to manipulate both the TCP options field as well as the TTL field. 

Utilizing covert channels in other protocols such as ICMP there are even developed tools
6
 that can 

tunnel data by manipulating the protocol. 

Table 10 – Assessment of TCP covert channel  

 OpenVZ KVM 

Description 

 

(Severity) 

Works in most environments by 

default 

(Low) 

Works in most environments by 

default 

(Low) 

6.8 Evaluation 
Table 11 presents the overview of the security assessment of the four security threats that has been 

identified. Due to the lower isolation level of OpenVZ threats such as VM Escape is an issue in 

operating system virtualization compared to full virtualization where full isolation is achieved. 

Table 11 – Comparing threats OpenVZ versus KVM 

Threat Severity OpenVZ Severity KVM 

VM Information leakage None Low 

VM Escape High None 

Network attacks High High 

TCP Sequence covert channels Low Low 

 

Table 12 show the estimation of the threat level if the proposed security measures would be 

implemented. Information leakage with memory page sharing techniques can be mitigated by turning 

it off, while it does not affect OpenVZ at all. VM Escape by exploiting identical UIDs can be 

mitigated by using a catalogue service which handles UIDs centrally; this lowers the threat to low as it 

is still possible to query the catalogue service for objects, but not make any harm to the system. If 

implemented in KVM environment the threat level would for this reason also increase to low. The 

network and denial of service attacks between customers on the virtualization node can be mitigated 

by applying IPTables firewall rules, this would also mitigate that packets enters the LAN through an 

unfiltered virtualization node, this particular threat is then mitigated and lowered from high to none. 

                                                           
6
 http://www.cs.uit.no/~daniels/PingTunnel/ 
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TCP Covert channels has been investigated and confirmed still to be possible, mitigation of these 

threats requires more advanced packet inspection techniques. Implementing mitigation for covert 

channels would mean it would not be possible to reach the basic architectural requirements presented 

previously in section 6.1, cost would increase, and the system may not be able to give reasonable 

performance, complexity would also increase a lot. For such low threat level that this threat imposes it 

is not really relevant to mitigate for this particular system in this use case scenario, on the other hand, 

it may be important to be able to monitor the communication to detect illegal data sharing. 

Table 12 – Estimated threat level after applying recommended security measures 

Threat Severity OpenVZ Severity KVM 

VM Information leakage None (None) None (Low) 

VM Escape Low (High) Low (None) 

Network attacks None (High) None (High) 

TCP Sequence covert channels Low (Low) Low (Low) 

 

Results from the security assessment show that there are differences between the virtualization 

technologies in terms of security. In most cases there are technologies to either mitigate or lower the 

impact of the threat severity levels. There is not enough data to make conclusions in more details 

which virtualization technology is more secure, but the research has found new related security threats 

and showed that there are some differences between OpenVZ and KVM, which was the aim of the 

actual security assessment. Assessing security issues in more detail and find more issues can be 

investigated in future research or future thesis projects. On the other hand this research has 

implemented a possible method for assessing security. 

6.9 Related work 
The architecture of this work follows a similar approach as Ibanez et. al. (2009) in terms of the 

security management parts, such as the use case recommendation. The security assessment is an 

extension to the performance testing part in order to show that even if there may be good performance, 

security issues still exists. The work done in this research differs from other research, for the research 

done by Cruz et. al. (2013b) the architecture was proposed and performance tested without any 

security considerations. Instead what has been done is that a promising architecture have both been 

performance assessed and security assessed which can be one way to indicate if the basic architectural 

requirements have been met as security measures can increase both cost, complexity and decrease 

performance. In this case the architectural recommendations from Zamaere et. al. (2012) was relevant 

to include. This research has implemented relevant parts of the security assessment framework (See 

4.2) developed by Hallberg et. al. (2005) in a unique way and combined it with a recommended use 

case. 
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7 Conclusion 
In order to properly conclude this thesis the systems architecture for virtualized residential gateways is 

discussed together with design, performance and security aspects. This chapter is concluded with a 

reflection of the work process, results and then last the possible identified future work. 

7.1 Performance aspects 
The performance experiments that have been done indicate that OpenVZ, which is implementing 

operating system level virtualization, has 10 % processor utilization when KVM, with full 

virtualization, has 90 %. The big difference in performance is due to that operating system level 

virtualization shares the same operating system kernel into separated instances referred to as 

containers. Operating system level virtualization has only one kernel that is generating context 

switching towards the processor. Full virtualization on the other hand has its own kernel in each 

virtual machine which is then on top of another operating system kernel communicated through a 

hypervisor, this is more inefficient because all kernels is generating context switches which then has to 

be scheduled by the hypervisor to a logical processor. The conclusion that can be made from the 

experiments is that operating system level virtualization is worth implementing in respect to 

performance in virtualized residential gateways. Another interesting aspect is the resource usage of 

RAM and disk when comparing operating system level virtualization with full virtualization, operating 

system level virtualization uses about 308 % times less resources on disk, and 205 % less RAM is 

used when having 30 virtualized residential gateways in the infrastructure. When having more clients, 

the difference will increase between operating system level virtualization and full virtualization, as 

each instance in full virtualization has a complete installation of the operating system, instead of 

sharing kernel components as in the case of operating system level virtualization. 

7.2 Security aspects 
Both full virtualization and operating system level virtualization have issues when it comes to security. 

The biggest issue for operating system level virtualization is the low level of isolation that exists, 

while full virtualization has very good isolation, which instead affects performance as discussed 

earlier. The security assessment has showed that it is possible with existing technologies to solve some 

of the issues and lower the severity of a possible security threat. There are a number of components 

that are recommended to implement that has effect on security. Figure 38 show a scenario where the 

virtualization infrastructure serves multiple service providers with virtualized residential gateways. 

Management interface and a template database keep track of the deployments of virtualized residential 

gateways to the cluster; the management functionality could also have part in controlling the migration 

functions and balance load between virtualization nodes with vzmigrate. In order to keep track and 

mitigate problems with low isolation when using operating system level virtualization is to keep track 

of user and group ID:s, which is the identified main issue with the low isolation. The idea is that each 

virtualized residential gateway is provisioned in the directory service by the management interface, 

which has responsibility of deployments. 
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Figure 32 – Virtualization cluster with security affecting components 

7.3 Ethical & privacy aspects 
Virtualized residential gateways have a few ethical issues which are connected to both the end 

customer and more on society level. Virtualized residential gateways can increase security level from 

attacks that is originating from the internet with the help of standardized configuration that is more 

secure than the configuration used in conventional residential gateways. It is also possible for the 

operator to easier access the configuration and better serve the customer when the helpdesk is called as 

an example. This way of designing the network infrastructure can make the customer network more 

resistant against attacks residing from the internet, on the other hand, insider attacks from the operator 

network is instead made possible.  

This way of designing the home network will make it easier to do mass surveillance of internal 

networks in operator networks. European council have stated in the 1995 resolution for lawful 

interception that law enforcement agencies can require network operators to tap network flows of 

suspects. Virtualized residential gateways would increase the privacy issues on this resolution as some 

traffic from the Local Area Network (LAN) would go through the network operator, making it easier 

to also tap into Local Area Network of a customer. 

From an ethical virtue viewpoint, this could be seen as optimal, the law enforcement can take 

measures against everyone that causes harm in society. But from a more human perspective of current 

network design, virtualized residential gateways can have bad influence on online privacy in the 

society. 

7.4 Systems architecture for virtualized residential gateways 
An overview of the systems architecture together with implementation recommendations is discussed 

in this chapter. Starting from the customer side and further on to the operator network with network 

design recommendations and ending with the virtualization infrastructure. 

7.4.1 Customer Placed Equipment 
When having a virtualized residential gateway all the routing functionalities is placed on the operator 

side, the result of this is that in some implementations the need for an operator specific customer 

placed device is removed. For example in xDSL (Digital Subscriber Line) networks there is still need 

for the customer to have a modem because of the nature of the technology itself (See figure 32). 

According to TeliaSonera (2011) there are operator specific settings that have to be made and this is 
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why the ADSL modem still has to be distributed by the operator, such as the VCI (Virtual Channel 

Identifier) which is used to separate data, voice and TV in xDSL networks. Similar problems exist in 

3G/4G mobile phone data networks; here the operators solve the issue by pushing the configuration to 

the customers modem. 

 

 

Figure 33 – Customer connection to ADSL 

For fiber connected customers the only complexity is to terminate the fiber and convert it into 

Ethernet. This converter is mostly supplied by the network owner and not the internet service provider. 

The meaning of this is that the internet service provider does not have to supply a modem that is 

operator specific, the customer still need a router. In fiber installations the virtualized residential 

gateway easily can replace any hardware operator supplied residential gateway. Instead the customer 

can buy a network switch and just connect it to internet; it does not have to be supplied by the operator 

itself (See figure 33). 

 

Ethernet

User

Fiber

Operator access network

Switch

 

Figure 34 – Customer connection to fiber 

7.4.2 Operator access network 
The important part for virtualized residential gateways in the access network between the customer 

and the virtualization infrastructure and further to the internet is to be able to identify each customer 

within the network. Figure 34 show a possible scenario of connecting customers to the operator 

network. The customers are connected to a certain access VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network), the 

access node which is the central node for the geographic region is adding an additional Q-in-Q before 

the traffic leaves to the backbone and further to the centralized data center. The double tagging with 

Q-in-Q remains all the way to the virtual residential gateway; Q-in-Q is also used to identify a certain 

customer. The customer is identified as a VLAN tag in the operator network (Customer ID: 

Geographic region). Implementing identification by VLAN makes it possible to identify each fiber 

pair or phone line to a certain building which a certain subscriber can be hold accountable for. There is 

no need for additional authentication towards the internet just because a virtualized residential 

gateway is used; the system works exactly as if the customer would have a physical operator specific 

virtual residential gateway installed at the customer premises. After the virtual residential gateway 
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there may or may not be any VLAN tagging, as internet connects at this point, there are no 

requirements on VLAN tagging after the virtual residential gateway. 

 

 

Figure 35 – Connecting customers to the operator access network 

7.4.3 Virtualization infrastructure & network 
In order to support a high throughput environment in a virtualization cluster for virtualized residential 

gateways, it is recommended to use high performance network interface cards connected to a multi-

layer network switch. Figure 35 show a picture where each node in the virtualization cluster has one 

access network interface and one management network interface. The access interface would be used 

for connecting the system to the customers where all internet traffic would traverse. The management 

interface is used for management purposes, administrator access, and connection to the management 

interface. All virtualized residential gateway template deployments is made through the  

management interface, for this reason it is important that high bandwidth (1 Gbit or more) is available 

to both the access interface and the management interface. 

 

 

Figure 36 – Network interconnection with the virtualization cluster 

The virtualization infrastructure can be built with OpenVZ and with or without high availability 

functionality. In home environments, there is not common that high availability features are 

implemented. In the proposed infrastructure there is one database that stores templates of a virtualized 
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residential gateway which is generic and works for all customers. If there are any problems with a 

virtualized residential gateway, it takes less than 10 seconds to deploy a new instance of the gateway. 

But on the other hand this may become an administrative burden to take down virtualization nodes for 

maintenance. The recommendation here is to implement live migration in a way where it is possible to 

easily evacuate customers from a certain virtualization node. For the specific case of implementing 

live migration in an OpenVZ environment, there is support for this out of the box. Any smart forms of 

live migration, such as depending on processor or network load, can be scripted. In Figure 36 there is 

an OpenVZ cluster with nodes that is not balanced; there are uneven load, and uneven number of 

virtualized residential gateway residing on the node. 

 

 

Figure 37 – Unbalanced virtualization nodes 

When issuing the vzmigrate command below, the virtualized residential gateway is migrated to the 

next virtualization node. This migration is done entirely online, meaning the node continue running 

only with a short interruption (approx. 300 milliseconds).  

vzmigrate --online 192.168.1.101 110 

Figure 37 show the results of above actions. It is recommended to use vzmigrate before a node is taken 

down, if there are many customers on each node this has to be automated with a script. This is the only 

way to solve availability issues with OpenVZ. The virtualized residential gateway does not have to be 

aware of the live migration.  

 

 

Figure 38 – Results from vzmigrate 
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7.5 Discussion 
To conclude the thesis and looking back on the results and the aims that where set for the project, the 

experiments have showed that there are big performance differences between OpenVZ (operating 

system level virtualization) and KVM (full virtualization), several hundreds of percent in difference 

when it comes to most experiments. Both of these software implementations is very lightweight, if 

comparing for example OpenVZ with Microsoft Hyper-V (full virtualization), it would be expected 

that the difference would be even higher in favor for OpenVZ. In fact, this is the first time where there 

are actual numbers that can be presented on performance difference between these two types of 

virtualization. This work have been able to produce similar results, recreated experiments from 

previous research, and applied the method on a different virtualization technology. As every test was 

run multiple times and each time similar results where produced, the internal validity of the 

performance tests is considered to be high. The tests were also not run on the same time or day, it is 

possible to see in the graphs from section 5.3 that time and day did not affect the results. The security 

assessment has been done with the help of a live system as well as information from previous research 

in security threats; severity is assessed depending on a number of given criterias, and vulnerabilities 

are assessed with information about threats in previous research. Internal validity is still considered 

acceptable with this kind of information, but confirming validity in an excellent way would be to test 

security vulnerabilities in an actual live implementation of the system. But this way of extending the 

framework is out of scope of both the chosen framework and this research. 

The performance experiments and the security assessment led to a conclusion where system 

architecture recommendations have been made. Following objectives have been completed: 

Objective 1: “Evaluate how operating system level virtualization in comparison to full virtualization 

impact performance in virtualized residential gateways” 

Full virtualization was tested with a method previously implemented in existing research. Same 

method was used for testing operating system level virtualization in virtualized residential gateways.  

 

There are significant performance gain, and less resource usage in terms of RAM and disk usage, if 

implementing operating system level virtualization instead of full virtualization in virtualized 

residential gateways. 

Objective 2: “Assess security with respect to the choice of virtualization technology in virtualized 

residential gateways” 

Security have been assessed and compared between operating system level virtualization and full 

virtualization. What can be concluded from this assessment is that operating system level 

virtualization gives less isolation than full virtualization, but that there are measures that can mitigate 

parts of the problem. The conclusion that can be made is that implementing operating system level 

virtualization in a well-planned environment, can give similar level of security, even if the isolation 

between the host operating system and hardware is lower.  

The aim of the complete thesis is presented below: 

Aim: “Show how the choice of virtualization technology affects security and performance in 

virtualized residential gateways.” 

The above aim has been answered by investigating operating system level virtualization and compares 

the virtualization technology in terms of performance and security towards full virtualization. The 

work has been delimited to operating system level virtualization (with OpenVZ) and full virtualization 
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(with KVM). This thesis does not only show how virtualization affect security & performance in 

virtualized residential gateways, but also show architecture design recommendations for an 

implementation. 

7.6 Future work 
In this research, full virtualization (using KVM) is compared with operating system level virtualization 

(using OpenVZ) in terms of performance and security, implementing only Open Source based 

software. Future research could also investigate the difference between other available software 

packages that implement either technology, not limited to Open Source, such as Microsoft Hyper-V, 

VMWare and Virtualbox. Another possibility is to run similar performance tests and also implement 

paravirtualization in the infrastructure. In order to take the virtual residential gateway one step further 

implementation it is also important to design the actual management interface, and the template 

database. In this project it is only described how these two components works and interacts with the 

system, for future research these components could be design as an working solution, and maybe even 

implement support multiple virtualization technologies if needed. 

Another possibility for future research is to concentrate on the hardware, for example how the 

processor could be offloaded with the help of FPGA based network interface cards, such as 

NetFPGA
7
. As NetFPGA is related to Software Defined Networking (SDN) it is also in such future 

project relevant to have a look on how OpenFlow SDN controller could handle the traffic forwarding 

between the virtualized residential gateway, to the NetFPGA interface, and further to the destination. 

 

                                                           
7
 http://netfpga.org/ 
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Appendix A – KVM Virtual Machine configuration 
<domain type='kvm'> 
  <name>KVM3</name> 
  <uuid>fd2749c1-0efc-02e6-47bc-29083c50f92e</uuid> 
  <description>KVM 1 CentOS 6.5 installation</description> 
  <memory unit='KiB'>262144</memory> 
  <currentMemory unit='KiB'>262144</currentMemory> 
  <vcpu placement='static'>1</vcpu> 
  <os> 
    <type arch='x86_64' machine='rhel6.5.0'>hvm</type> 
    <boot dev='hd'/> 
  </os> 
  <features> 
    <acpi/> 
    <apic/> 
    <pae/> 
  </features> 
  <cpu mode='custom' match='exact'> 
    <model fallback='allow'>Nehalem</model> 
    <vendor>Intel</vendor> 
    <feature policy='require' name='tm2'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='est'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='monitor'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='smx'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='ss'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='vme'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='dtes64'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='rdtscp'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='ht'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='ds'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='pbe'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='tm'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='pdcm'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='vmx'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='ds_cpl'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='xtpr'/> 
    <feature policy='require' name='acpi'/> 
  </cpu> 
  <clock offset='utc'/> 
  <on_poweroff>destroy</on_poweroff> 
  <on_reboot>restart</on_reboot> 
  <on_crash>restart</on_crash> 
  <devices> 
    <emulator>/usr/libexec/qemu-kvm</emulator> 
    <disk type='file' device='disk'> 
      <driver name='qemu' type='raw' cache='none'/> 
      <source file='/var/lib/libvirt/images/OW_KVM3.img'/> 
      <target dev='vda' bus='virtio'/> 
      <address type='pci' domain='0x0000' bus='0x00' slot='0x04' 
function='0x0'/> 
    </disk> 
    <disk type='block' device='cdrom'> 
      <driver name='qemu' type='raw'/> 
      <target dev='hdc' bus='ide'/> 
      <readonly/> 
      <address type='drive' controller='0' bus='1' target='0' unit='0'/> 
    </disk> 
    <controller type='usb' index='0'> 
      <address type='pci' domain='0x0000' bus='0x00' slot='0x01' 
function='0x2'/> 
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    </controller> 
    <controller type='ide' index='0'> 
      <address type='pci' domain='0x0000' bus='0x00' slot='0x01' 
function='0x1'/> 
    </controller> 
    <interface type='bridge'> 
      <mac address='52:54:03:9e:05:ca'/> 
      <source bridge='br3'/> 
      <model type='virtio'/> 
      <address type='pci' domain='0x0000' bus='0x00' slot='0x03' 
function='0x0'/> 
    </interface> 
    <interface type='bridge'> 
      <mac address='52:54:00:ec:20:f8'/> 
      <source bridge='br0'/> 
      <model type='virtio'/> 
      <address type='pci' domain='0x0000' bus='0x00' slot='0x06' 
function='0x0'/> 
    </interface> 
    <serial type='pty'> 
      <target port='0'/> 
    </serial> 
    <console type='pty'> 
      <target type='serial' port='0'/> 
    </console> 
    <input type='mouse' bus='ps2'/> 
    <graphics type='vnc' port='-1' autoport='yes'/> 
    <video> 
      <model type='cirrus' vram='9216' heads='1'/> 
      <address type='pci' domain='0x0000' bus='0x00' slot='0x02' 
function='0x0'/> 
    </video> 
    <memballoon model='virtio'> 
      <address type='pci' domain='0x0000' bus='0x00' slot='0x05' 
function='0x0'/> 
    </memballoon> 
  </devices> 
</domain> 

 



 

 

 

Appendix B – Perl script to start traffic simulation 

 

#! /usr/bin/perl 
my $counter=101; 
my $t=1800; 
 
while($counter<131){ 
my $CT=$counter-100; 
 
my $iperf_sdtv = join('', 'vzctl exec ', $counter, ' iperf -c 10.0.252.104 
-u –b 3m -t ', $t, ' &', "\n"); 
my $iperf_hdtv = join('', 'vzctl exec ', $counter, ' iperf -c 10.0.252.104 
-u –b 16m -t ', $t, ' &', "\n"); 
my $iperf_voip = join('', 'vzctl exec ', $counter, ' iperf -c 10.0.252.104 
-u –b 100k -t ', $t, ' &', "\n"); 
my $iperf_internet = join('', 'vzctl exec ', $counter, ' iperf -c 
10.0.252.70 -t', $t, ' &', "\n"); 
 
system($iperf_sdtv); 
system($iperf_hdtv); 
system($iperf_voip); 
system($iperf_internet); 
 
$counter++; 
} 



 

 

 

Appendix C – OpenVZ container configuration 

 

# RAM 
PHYSPAGES="0:256M" 
 
# Swap 
SWAPPAGES="0:512M" 
 
# Disk quota parameters (in form of softlimit:hardlimit) 
DISKSPACE="2G:2.2G" 
DISKINODES="200000:220000" 
QUOTATIME="0" 
 
# CPU fair scheduler parameter 
CPUUNITS="1000" 
VE_ROOT="/vz/root/$VEID" 
VE_PRIVATE="/vz/private/$VEID" 
OSTEMPLATE="openwrt-x86-zoobab-rootfs" 
ORIGIN_SAMPLE="vswap-256m" 
HOSTNAME="VZ3" 
NAME="VZ3" 
NAMESERVER="10.0.252.110" 
NETIF="ifname=eth0,mac=00:18:51:6B:E8:D3,host_ifname=veth103.0,host_mac=00:
18:51:BA:55:FC" 
IP_ADDRESS="10.0.252.152" 
CAPABILITY=" SETUID:on NET_ADMIN:on NET_RAW:on" 
CPUS="1" 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix D – Create OpenVZ virtualized residential gateway 

script 
 
 
#! /usr/bin/perl 
my $counter=100; 
 
while($counter<130){ 
my $CT=$counter-100; 
my $ip=$CT+149; 
my $mkdir_root = join('', 'mkdir /vz/root/', $counter, "\n"); 
my $cp_conf = join('', 'cp /etc/vz/conf/102.conf /etc/vz/conf/', $counter, 
'.con                                                                                                             
f', "\n"); 
my $sed_ct= join('', 'sed -i -e \'s/VZ2/VZ', $CT, '/\' /etc/vz/conf/', 
$counter,                                                                                       
'.conf', "\n"); 
my $sed_veth= join('', 'sed -i -e \'s/veth102.0/veth10', $CT, ".0", '/\' 
/etc/vz                                                                                                             
/conf/', $counter, '.conf', "\n"); 
my $ip_change= join('', 'sed -i -e \'s/10.0.252.151/10.0.252.', $ip, '/\' 
/etc/v                                                                                                             
z/conf/', $counter, '.conf', "\n"); 
my $mkdir_private = join('', 'mkdir /vz/private/', $counter, "\n"); 
my $pushd = join('', 'pushd /vz/private/102; tar c --numeric-owner * | tar 
x --n                                                                                                             
umeric-owner -C /vz/private/', $counter, '; popd', "\n"); 
my $interface_del= join('', 'vzctl set ', $counter, ' --netif_del eth0 --
save',                                                                                                              
"\n"); 
my $interface_del= join('', 'vzctl set ', $counter, ' --netif_add eth0 --
save',                                                                                                              
"\n"); 
my $sed_localip= join('', 'sed -i -e \'s/192.168.2.10/192.168.', $CT, 
'.10', '/\                                                                                                             
' /vz/private/', $counter, '/etc/config/network', "\n"); 
 
system($mkdir_root); 
system($cp_conf); 
system($sed_ct); 
system($sed_veth); 
system($ip_change); 
system($mkdir_private); 
system($pushd); 
system($interface_del); 
system($interface_add); 
system($sed_localip); 
 
$counter++; 
} 


